Introducing our best-selling European Tilt &
Turn Doors with retractable screens
The move marks the first time in decades
that a new Tilt & Turn brand has been
introduced to the region, and it brings
with it an entirely new opening style
VICTORIA, BC, CANADA, September 22,
2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Introducing
our best-selling European Tilt & Turn
Doors with retractable screens. The
move marks the first time in decades
that a new Tilt & Turn brand has been
introduced to the region, and it brings
with it an entirely new opening style –
something that many homeowners
have been craving for years.
Initially, Bravo Screens is bringing Tilt &
Turn doors in two, three of our panel
configurations and up to 8′ in eight, 16′
in width, built to provide more security
than traditional door systems due to
the multi-point locking system. Each of
the models is for home or business
and it’s all done from the inside of the
house. “For the past decade, I have
dreamed of bringing European Tilt &
Turn Doors to the North American
market not only to expand customer’s
options, but also to give them the best
of both worlds – superior energy
efficiency and attention to architectural
detail ,” said Mr. Singh, President and
CEO.
“This is an exciting new chapter in door
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technology: we’re not just introducing new models;
we’re introducing a whole new brand to North
America, which is something that hasn’t happened
for years,” he added.
Geared toward home decorating enthusiasts, Bravo
Screens uses doors reinforced with steel, these
doors are as heavy duty as you can get. With a slim
profile, you'll have more viewing area than a
traditional garden door. The Bravo tilt and turn door
will swing inward when opened in the turn position
allowing for ample air to pass through and an easy
clean surface. Alternatively, hinges at the bottom
allow it to open inward at the top, allowing
ventilation into the room. Both actions are activated
by a simple turn of a lever. With tilt-and-turn
technology from Bravo Screens, there’s virtually no
way to enter the home from the window or door.
Window and door security is ensured, even when
open. And when a door is open from the top, it’s still
safe for children and pets.
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All of our door models feature multiple-point lock systems (with as much as 8 points), fully
lockable handles, and specialty glass for enhanced security. Hinging mechanisms, especially on
our tilt-and-turn door systems are durable and heavy-duty, while allowing for tilting and turning
with ease. Save up to 40% of energy costs with Tilt & Turn doors.
Tilt and Turn doors have a 2 stage and 3 stage seal system that compresses against the frame
and sash to provide a superior air tight seal around the door. The doors also adjust the surface
temperature of their glazing to that of the surrounding masonry. You therefore save energy and
the temperatures in the rooms remain constant for longer. Circle shaped the design and
engineering to withstand punishment where trail groomers don’t exist and to allow for Lynx
snowmobiles to thrive in all snow conditions. Riders that try it will quickly become advocates and
know that the difference is real. Tilt and Turn doors from Bravo Screens not only enhance the
quality of life, they also provide optimal sound insulation and a reduction in noise levels up to
45dB. Ultra modern window technology and special active insulating glazing provide effective
sound insulation that keeps everyday noise where it belongs – outside. Superb quality windows
and doors at competitive prices.
A leading supplier and installer of quality windows and doors for over 15 years.
Customers are looking for versatility: this design can be used to fabricate elegant French Doors,
Single Tilt & Turn Doors, Out swing Doors and many other options with various opening

configurations. New functionality and convenience are features in all of our designs. Bravo Tilt
and turn doors opening inwards is the great advantage. This is great for high performance rapid
air exchange in a tilted position. It also provides the advantage of access to both sides of the
sash. This is great for easy cleaning and other tilt and turn windows keep-up work. It is also great
for venting out smoke or bad smells. Beautiful: the hardware is cleverly concealed to allow for a
simple, elegant appearance. Ease of Operation: a single handle effortlessly unlocks the door and
moves it into either a tilt or a turn mode. The Bravo Blind tilt & Turn models are now available for
purchase, with a retail program that requires a deposit here in our North American office. For
more information on availability, as well as in-depth product information and technical
specifications, Call us: 1-800-446-1626.
About Bravo Screens: We are a global leader in the world of home furnishings. Window
Treatments for your home or business - Our portfolio of industry-leading and distinctive
products includes Venetian Blinds, Window Blinds, Roman Shades, Wood Blinds, Wood Shutters,
Plantation Shutters, French Door Cellular Shades, Vertical Blinds and Mini Blinds for any type of
shape and sizes. Built on over 115 years of ingenuity and intensive consumer
focus.
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